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Introduction
Back pain is the most common human spinal disorder. It can 

be caused by lesions in the skin, subcutaneous tissue, muscles, 
ligaments, spine, ribs, spinal cord, and meninges. Low back pain 
typically manifests in the lower lumbar spine and lumbosacral 
and sacroiliac regions. It is usually dull and tingling, with local 
tenderness and/or radiation along the lower extremities. It is 
often accompanied by inadequate movement capability, pitching 
inconvenience, lack of weight-bearing ability, walking difficulty, 
and/or limb fatigue. More severe symptoms are forward lumbar 
bending, back extension, scoliosis, and spinal deformity. The 
3-month prevalence rate of low back pain is estimated to be 25%, 
and the lifetime prevalence rate is estimated to be as high as 84% 
[1-3]. Low back pain poses a great societal and economic burden, as 
it is related to a decline in work efficiency, poor quality of life, and 
high medical costs [4]. Its treatment forms the largest category of 
medical claims (20–25%) [5], with direct medical costs exceeding 
$34 billion annually [6]. 

Chronic low back pain (CLBP), Defined as low back pain 
persistence for >3 months [7], can be caused by

• Traumatic, degenerative (spinal stenosis), and 
inflammatory conditions. 

• Paravertebral soft-tissue diseases and lumbar muscle 
degeneration.

• Stimulation of the spinal cord and spinal nerve root, 
spinal cord compression, or acute myelitis.

• Visceral diseases (e.g., pleurisy, pyelonephritis). 

• Mental factors or chronic fatigue syndrome.

 
• Occupational factors (e.g., excessive bending/twisting, 
restrictive work position, vibration, heavy physical labor, 
monotonous repetitive work) and insufficient leisure activities. 

Patients with CLBP can develop functional disability [8], sleep 
disorders, fatigue, and drug abuse [9]. CLBP is the most common 
cause of large workday losses and disability claims [10]. About 
1% of the American population (men and women) has chronic 
disability due to low back pain [11]. 

The pathogenesis of CLBP involves mechanical instability and 
inflammatory factors that stimulate nerve endings. Spinal instability 
means that under a normal physiological load, the spine cannot 
maintain the normal interbody anatomical relationship without 
secondary injury to the spinal cord or nerve root, and without pain 
or dysfunction caused by structural changes (deformities). Many 
studies have confirmed the relationship between proprioceptive 
disorder and CLBP.

The rehabilitation of chronic pain, considered as a chronic 
disease, should rely greatly on patients’ self-management, with 
family and social support [12]. Most patients depend on their doctors 
and lack relevant guidance after leaving the hospital, especially 
with regard to back rehabilitation exercises. Current treatments 
for CLBP include bed rest, medication, traction, local closure, 
physiotherapy, and exercise therapy [13]. Poor self-management 
behavior is the main factor affecting CLBP rehabilitation outcomes, 
leading to recurrence. Exercise and the maintenance of a certain 
lower-back activity range are considered to effectively reduce 
pain intensity and to improve the functional status of patients 
with CLBP, and exercise is commonly advocated as a first-choice 
treatment [14-16]. Indeed, a recent clinical practice guideline from 
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the American College of Physicians strongly recommends exercise 
therapy interventions for CLBP [17]. The best form and duration of 
such exercise, however, remain open questions.

Yoga originated in India thousands of years ago and has become 
popular throughout the world; about 14.9 million people in the 
United States practice yoga [18]. Yoga provides a self-correcting, 
holistic approach to health and has been shown to be effective for 
several chronic lifestyle-related diseases, such as osteoarthritis 
[19], rheumatoid arthritis [20], essential hypertension [21], 
bronchial asthma [22,23], irritable bowel syndrome [24], diabetes 
[25], arterial disease [26], and depression [27]. It is an increasingly 
common and effective treatment for pain and related disabilities 
[28,29], including chronic muscle pain–related diseases [30] such 
as CLBP. In recent years, the use of complementary alternative 
medicines (CAMs) has increased by nearly 10%; back pain is 
the most common cause of use [31], and yoga is among the most 
common CAM activities [32,33]. In the 2002 National Health 
Interview Survey on supplemental and alternative medicines, more 
than 10 million American adults reported the use of yoga for health 
reasons; 10.5% of yoga practitioners reported that they used yoga 
for musculoskeletal diseases, and 76% reported that yoga was 
helpful [34]. Thus, an understanding of the effect of yoga on CLBP 
rehabilitation could use the design of yoga-based interventions to 
reduce or treat CLBP.

Characteristics and Effects of Yoga
Yoga is composed mainly of breathing, postures, and 

meditation, leading to smoothing of the whole-body meridian Qi, 
improvement of blood circulation, gland stimulation to balance 
secretion, function-activating visceral massage, nerve relaxation, 
muscle extension, flexibility development, enhanced immune 
system function [35],increased antioxidant defense enzymes and 
promotion of the delay of cell aging [36]. Yoga can improve the 
electrical activity of brain cells, which is conducive to brain control, 
and adjust the functions of various viscera, especially those of the 
endocrine system [37]. Yoga practice can thus benefit a wide range 
of people. The difficulty and amount of yoga exercise are easy to 
control, and yoga has low facilities and equipment requirements. 
Consistent yoga practice can improve fitness, temperament, and 
mood [22]. With the acceleration of the speed and complexity of 
life, yoga is regarded as a part of the new “green” lifestyle, adopted 
by increasing numbers of people as a light inner- and outer-body 
fitness technique.

Controlled yogic breathing balances the autonomic 
(sympathetic) nervous system and reduces habitual muscle and 
skeletal tension, thereby reducing fatigue and stress [38,39]. 
Yogic breathing differs from usual superficial breathing in that it 
is deep, slow, uniform, and rhythmic, involving the larynx, thorax, 
and abdomen, and thus diaphragmatic movement. The alveolar 
ventilation volume reaches 5100 ml/min, much higher than that 
of normal breathing. Breath-adjustment exercises accompanied by 
appropriate music can help the practitioner to enter a stable and 
quiet state, improve consciousness and muscle perception, and 

enhance nerve control ability for the respiratory and muscular 
systems, thereby preparing him or her for physical and mental 
exercises. Yoga posture practice is a delicate and slow process 
involving twisting, squeezing, stretching, and pulling. It starts with 
simple postures that gradually develop practitioners’ physical 
perception and motor ability. Yogic movement enriches the blood 
supply and flow to deep tissue, improving microcirculation [37]. 
Meditation is a key part of yoga practice; it helps the practitioner 
concentrate, so that the brain can understand the world more 
clearly and feel subtle changes in the body.

Lemay et al. [40] found that the performance of mindfulness 
exercises at least once a week alleviated college students’ stress and 
anxiety. Indian medical experts have found that yoga postures have 
positive effects on blood glucose control and nerve conduction and 
can reduce the clinical neuropathy of H-deficiency diabetes [41]. 
In a study conducted in Thailand, yoga reduced blood pressure in 
hypertensive patients [42]. Yoga also has a positive effect on the 
treatment of stubborn obstructive diseases, it has been reported 
that women who often take part in yoga have a 30–40% reduction 
in the incidence of breast cancer [43]. 

Research on yoga for CLBP rehabilitation

Many studies have demonstrated that yoga plays an important 
role in CLBP rehabilitation. In a systematic analysis, Posadzki P et. al 
[44] showed that yoga reduced CLBP significantly more effectively 
than did conventional exercise. Michael et al. [45] compared the 
effects of yoga and Qigong as rehabilitation training for patients 
with CLBP. The results showed that participating in a 3-month 
yoga or qigong program did not improve chronic back pain, back 
function and quality of life during a 3- or 6-month period. Keosaian, 
et al. [46] explored the experiences of low-income minority adults 
taking part in a yoga dosing trial for chronic low back pain that has 
the potential to favorably impact health in a predominantly low-
income minority population. It confirmed that yoga is an effective 
multidimensional treatment for CLBP. Patricia, et al. [47] showed 
that yoga significantly reduced pregnancy-related low back pain. 
Goode, et al. [48] drew an evidence map for the efficacy of yoga 
for CLBP, evidence suggests benefit of yoga in midlife adults with 
non-specific CLBP for short- and long-term pain and back-specific 
disability, but the effects of yoga for health-related quality of life, 
wellbeing and acute LBP are uncertain. Without additional studies, 
further systematic reviews are unlikely to be informative. Williams, 
et al. [49] compared the effects of Iyengar yoga and standard 
medical care as rehabilitation training for adults with CLBP; after 6 
months of treatment, yoga had improved functional disorders, pain 
intensity, and depression, and reduced analgesic use, compared with 
the control group. Sherman, et al. [50] found that when compared 
to a self-care book, 12 weekly 75-minute Viniyoga classes resulted 
in both statistically and clinically significant improvements in 
functional status but when compared to conventional therapeutic 
exercises, were statistically significant but not clinically important. 
Padmini Tekur and others [51] found that short-term intensive 
comprehensive yoga training reduced pain and dysfunction, and 
increased spinal flexibility, in patients with CLBP. 
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Mechanism of yoga’s contribution to CLBP rehabilitation

Through progressive stretching and twisting posture exercises, 
yoga can alleviate lumbar muscle spasm, release adhesion, enhance 
lumbar spine stability, and increase the joint range of motion [52]. 
It has been found to increase hip flexion and spinal and hamstring 
flexibility in patients with low back pain [53,54]. The coordination 
of breathing and posture exercises enables the inhaled energy to 
reach the deepest tissues, resulting in musculoskeletal stretching, 
increased capillary opening, improved blood supply, and promotion 
of oxygen and metabolite transportation; further strengthening 
exercise can provide more abundant oxygen to all tissues of the 
body, increasing the oxygen content of blood and purifying it [52], 
thereby improving the blood supply and metabolism of the waist 
soft tissue.

The mechanism by which yoga relieves pain, however, is 
not completely clear. It may be related to decreased nerve or 
physiological sensitivity of painful tissue or to a change in the 
adaptability of compressed tissue. Harte [55] found increased 
endorphins and enkephalin in yoga practitioners, with the release 
of these analgesic substances effectively alleviating pain.

From the perspectives of biomechanics and anatomy, yoga can 
strengthen the lumbar extensor muscles (including the polyfidus 
and sacrospinal muscles) and abdominal muscles, providing 
support for the spine; spinal twisting stimulates the intervertebral 
discs and articular capsules, stretch in the direction of rotation 
promotes spinal rotation and vertebral mobility, and polyfidus 
muscle contraction–reduction–relaxation cycles comprise effective 
training. These effects conform to the principles of strength 
training and muscle stretch [56]. Yoga exercises effectively 
maintain overall spinal stability and flexibility, reduce the pressure 
between vertebral bodies, and correct slight displacements of the 
lumbar intervertebral discs and foramina. It can also ease nerve 
root compression, and alleviate or avoid common conditions 
related to CLBP, such as lumbar disc herniation. In addition, 
psychological effects of yoga can contribute to CLBP rehabilitation. 
Yoga can relieve depression, and fear [49]. Studies have shown that 
meditation can alleviate fear [57], enhance self-belief and improve 
the pain-coping ability of patients with chronic pain [7].

Matters Needing Attention in Yoga Practice
Reasonable yoga practice has a certain effect on CLBP 

rehabilitation, but unsuitable practice can be a source of injury. 
Attention must be paid to the following points in yoga practice. 
First, the dorsal (including lumbar) and abdominal muscles should 
be exercised at the same time to enhance the balancing of their 
strength, with consideration of the lumbar curvature and the size 
of sacral tilt. 

Second, yoga posture practice should fully consider the 
practitioner’s flexibility, balance, and strength. Stretching should be 
performed gently and slowly, within the body’s limits and without 
excessive drag, to prevent muscle strain. The practitioner should 
explore and gradually understand the state of his or her body, pay 
attention to the anatomical characteristics of the correct positions, 

and protect the joints; exercise intensity should be increased 
gradually. 

Third, the practitioner should focus on the feeling of the physical 
exercise, perceiving the effects of each action. Only by actively 
guiding the practice can physical and mental relaxation be achieved. 
Fourth, rehabilitation training plans to improve the physical fitness 
of corresponding muscle groups should be formulated scientifically 
according to the degree of CLBP, to establish the correct exercise 
mode. In addition, the practice should include full preparatory 
activities and post-exercise meditation to take full advantage of the 
adjustments and recovery of function achieved.

Conclusion
As a form of fitness, yoga plays an important role in CLBP 

rehabilitation. It strengthens the lumbar and dorsal extensors, 
increases spinal stability, reduces pressure on the intervertebral 
discs, and promotes circulation. Thus, yoga can improve pain 
and dysfunction in patients with CLBP. In addition, it can reduce 
fatigue, thereby improving overall health and the number of visits 
to doctors and hospitals. Therefore, yoga has good cost and social 
benefits, and is worth promoting in clinical and community settings. 
However, as with other forms of chronic disease management, the 
improvement of patients’ long-term yoga compliance, and beliefs 
about and motivation to perform yoga, is the key to the achievement 
of successful effects.
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